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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Gloucester Point Public Beach is located at the southern end of Gloucester 
County, Virginia on the York River. It is a southeastward facing shoreline about 960 
ft long and it is part of a larger stretch of moderately low shore between Sarah Creek 
and the George P. Coleman Bridge. While no s~oreline improvement projects have 
taken place at the public beach, shore protection projects updrift and including the 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) affect it. In 1983, erosion along the 
shoreline at VIMS just updrift of the public beach led to the installation of a riprap 
revetment in front the seawall and the placement of 10,000 cubic yards ( cy) of sand. 
A severe northeaster in November 1985 damaged the public beach and its facilities. 
Sand had to be bulldozed from the upland region at the public beach. In addition, an 
artificial dune was shaped, fenced, and planted. 500 cy of sand was placed at the 
VIMS. The Coleman Bridge widening project has greatly influenced the shoreline. 
The old boat ramp, located directly under the bridge, became inaccessible so a new 
boat ramp was constructed closer to the public beach where it has acted as a groin. 
The purpose of this report is to assess the rates and patterns of change at the 
public beach. Field survey data, aerial photos, wave climate analysis and computer 
modeling were analyzed for this report. RCPWA VE, a wave hydrodynamic model 
developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers and modified by VIM$ was used to 
model wave patterns. 
In general, the littoral transport system moves sand south from updrift 
properties to the public beach. The sand moves through the public beach southward 
to the Point. The net long-term change along the public beach shoreline is erosion. 
However, change is variable along individual stretches of the shoreline. A slight 
embayment between the VIMS revetment and the public pier has developed and is 
evolving into a state of dynamic equilibrium. There has been little overall change in 
the region where the orientation of the beach changes at the Point; this is a transition 
area where the littoral transport system is very active. Sand is accreting against the 
public boat ramp at Profile 54 and is being lost into the York River channel. Between 
the boat ramp and the Coleman Bridge abutment, the shoreline is eroding due to 
construction and elimination of the sand supply. 
With the reduction in sand supply due to shoreline hardening, it is important 
to maintain and enhance the public beach's present planform. To achieve this, a spur 
at the VIMS/Gloucester Point beach boundary and one at the boat ramp are 
recommended. In addition, a low reef breakwater should be placed at the public pier. 
Plans are already underway to construct a bulkhead between the boat ramp and the 
Coleman Bridge abutment to abate erosion there. 
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Figure 1
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background and Purpose 
Gloucester Point Public Beach (Figure l) is at the southern end of Gloucester 
County, Virginia on the York River. It is a southeastward facing shoreline 
approximately 960 feet (293m) long. It is part-of a larger stretch of a moderately low 
shore between Sarah Creek and the George P. Coleman Bridge. This stretch of 
shoreline consists of privately owned residential properties, State-owned Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) shoreline, and the Public Beach. 
Sediment along this shoreline has a net littoral drift to the south-southwest 
toward the Point (Skrabal, I 987). Anderson et al. ( l 97 6) determined that historic 
shoreline retreat along this stretch of shoreline was approximately I ft)yr (0.3 m/yr). 
While the erosion rate was initially small, the placement of structures along the 
shoreline led to reduction in the sand supply downdrift with a resultant local increase 
in the rate of erosion. 
Erosion of the unprotected shoreline at VIMS led to the installation of a 
bulkhead in 1977. This stntcture was meant to protect the buildings at VIMS, but 
by I97 8, the beach width was reduced to such a degree that even during moderate 
storms, waves directly attacked the structure (Skrabal, 1987). In February 1983, a 
severe northeaster not only threatened to undennine the bulkhead along VIMS's 
shoreline but also placed buildings in jeopardy (Figure 2). The Emergency Seawall 
Project in September 1983 led to the installation of riprap in front of the seawall at 
VIMS as well as the placement of approximately 10,000 cubic yards (cy) (7 ,600m3) 
of sand along about 800 feet (244m) of shoreline. 
In 1985, another severe northeaster damaged the public beach and its facilities. 
Sand that was eroded from the backshore and upland areas and deposited in the 
nearshore was bulldozed and shaped into a dune. This dune was fenced and planted 
with grasses. At the same time, approximately 500 cy (380m3) of sand was placed on 
the most southwestern section of VHv1S's beach near the Public Beach boundary. 
Since that time sand has accreted on the public beach creating a wide 
recreational beach. In addition, other recreational facilities have been added or 
improved at the park. These include a picnic area, fishing pier, boat ramp, a beach 
house with restrooms, and playground facilities. Recently, some changes have 
occurred at the south-westernmost part of the beach due to the widening of the 
Coleman Bridge across the York River. A new public boat ramp was constructed 
1 
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Figure 5-l. Study site location. 
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Figure 2. 
) ) 
A photo of the waves attacking the Virginia lnH:itute of Marine 
Science's seawall and building during a February 1983 northeaster. 
since the ramp under the bridge was inaccessible. During the passage of Hurricane 
Fran on 6 September 1996, water flooded over the beach and dune area to the street 
eroding the beach, destroying the public pier, and damaging the boat ramp. A 
bulkhead between the new boat ramp and the Coleman Bridge abutment is presently 
under construction. 
The purpose of this report is to assess the rates and patterns of beach change at 
Gloucester Point Public Beach in Gloucester County, Virginia. In addition, those 
changes will be related to the hydrodynamic forces and littoral processes operating in 
the study area. 
B. Limits of the Study Area 
Detailed analyses were confined to the Gloucester County Public Beach. 
However, an analysis of the approximately 8,000 feet (2,400 m) of shoreline from the 
Coleman Bridge to Sarah Creek was required to ascertain the littoral processes in the 
context of the shoreline reach. 
C. Approach and Methodology 
Field survey data, aerial photos and computer modeling were used to address 
the study's objectives. Data analyzed for this report include profiles and sediment 
samples. The vertical datum is mean low water (MLW). Historic and recent aerial 
images were evaluated to map changes in shoreline positions. 
There are two sets of profiles. The first set was taken in the 1980's along a 
baseline that began at the northeastern VIMS boundary, ran to the southwest around 
the Point to the old boat ramp (Figure 3). Sixty profile lines were set up 50 feet apart 
along the shoreline and surveyed often. These data include the Gloucester Point 
Public Beach. The second set is part of the continual monitoring of Virginia's public 
beaches by VIMS personnel and includes only the public beach portion of the 
shoreline (Figure 4). This baseline is slightly different from the baseline used in the 
1980's and, because of construction on the Coleman Bridge, did not extend around 
the point but ends at the new boat ramp. However, as the bridge is nearly completed, 
two profile lines (57 and 58) have been reoccupied. The numbers assigned to 
individual profiles are the same as the original baseline. All the data have been 
adjusted to reflect the changes in the baseline so that recent data could be compared 
to older data. Table l lists data available at the public beach. 
Figure 5 gives a pictorial definition of the profile terminology used in this 
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report. Nearshore volume calculations take into account all the sand below MLW to 
the end of each profile. The subaerial beach occurs above MLW and is divided into 
the beach face (foreshore) and backshore regions. 
The hydrodynamic forces acting along the Gloucester Point shore reach were 
evaluated using RCPWA VE, a computer model developed by the U.S. Anny Corps of 
Engineers (Ebersole et al., 1986). RCPWA VE is a linear wave propagation model 
designed for engineering applications. This model computes changes in wave 
characteristics that result naturally from refraction, shoaling, and diffraction over 
complex shoreface topography. To this fundamental linear-theory based model, 
oceanographers at VIMS have added routines which employ recently developed 
understandings of wave bottom boundary layers to estimate wave energy dissipation 
due to bottom friction. The reader is referred to Ebersole et al. ( 1986) and Wright et 
al. ( 1987) for a thorough discussion of RCPWA VE, its use, and theory. 
The model was run using modal and stonn incident wave conditions (wave 
height, period, and direction) which were detem1ined following procedures outlined 
by the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers' Shore Protection Manual ( 1977 and 1984). 
These procedures are based on wind/wave hindcast methods across fetch-limited 
water bodies which were developed by Sverdrup and Monk ( 1 94 7) and revised by 
r- Bretshneider ( 1952, 1958). The SMB model used in this study was further modified 
by Kiley ( 1982) and is essentially a shallow water, estuarine, wind-wave prediction 
model. Wind data, obtained from Virginia Power's Yorktown Station which is 2.7 
nm (5 km) southeast of Gloucester Point Beach, were used to develop the incident 
wave conditions for input to the RCPWA VE program. 
8 
Table 1. listing of available profile data along the Gloucester Point Public Beach. 
*BASELINE FROM PROFILES 36-54 REAJJGNED IN NOVEMBER 1994 AND THE DATITM REFERENCE 
WAS CHANGED FROM MSL TO MLW. PROFILE 558 WAS ADDED IN DECEMBER 1995; IT GOES 
DOWN THE WEST SIDE OF THE PUBLIC BOAT RAMP BUf IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO THE OLD P5 5 
PROFILES BECAUSE OF ITS ORIENTATION. PROFILES 57 AND 58 ARE ON A TITRNED BASELINE 
FROM THE OTHER PROFII..ES. THEY ARE SET FURTHER BACK THAN THE OLD P57 AND P58, BliT 
ARE ALONG THE SAME LINES FACING YORIG'OWN. ALL DATA IS NOW IN THE SAME FORMAT. 
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II. COASTAL SETTING 
A. Hydrodynamic Processes 
1. Wave Climate 
The wave climate at Gloucester Point beach is affected by waves generated 
both locally and within the Chesapeake Bay as well as by nearshore bathymetry, tidal 
currents, and freshwater flow. The public beach is exposed to westward traveling 
waves since it faces the mouth of the York River. The shoreline is orientated 
approximately N:S2°E and has an average fetch to the southeast across the York River 
and Chesapeake Bay of 12.6 miles (20.24 km) (Skrabal, 1987). Its ma'<imum fetch is 
29 miles ( 46 km) to the east. The nearshore region is influenced by the York River 
channel that runs close to the shoreline. The York River channel e.."Xperiences heavy 
use by commercial and military ships whose wakes minimally affect the overall wave 
climate at Gloucester Point. 
2. Tides 
The mean tidal range at Gloucester Point Beach is 2.4 ft (73 em) with a spring 
range of 2.8 ft (85 cm)(Tidelog, 1996). 
3. Storm Surge 
Boon et al. ( 1 97 8) statistically determined storm surge frequency for both 
e.."Xtratropical and tropical stom1 events. In the Gloucester Point area, the storm surge 
levels for 10 year, 50 year, and 100 year events are 5.8 ft ( 1.8 m), 6.6 ft (2.0 m), and 
7.1 ft (2.2 m), respectively. These surge levels are heights above MLW. The Corps 
of Engineers (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1993) reports higher values for the same 
storm frequencies. These stom1 surge levels for 10 year, 50 year, and 100 year events 
are 7.6 ft (2.3 m), 9.0 ft (2.7 m), and 9.7 ft (3.0 m), respectively. 
B. Physical Setting 
1. Sediments 
In general, the sediments at Gloucester Point beach consist of sand with some 
gravel. The silt and clay content in the samples is less than five percent and will be 
disregarded in this analysis. Additional sediment data are available in Appendi.'X I. 
10 
Sediment samples were taken along 5 profile lines; these profiles are 36, 43, 
47, 51 and 54. Certain morphologic points were sampled consistently from date to 
date. The base of dune (BOD), edge of vegetation (EOV) and backshore (BS) 
samples represent the area of the beach that is influenced by eolian transport and 
run-up from occasional storm events. Sediments were also taken at last high tide 
(LHT), midbeach (MB), toe, and offshore (OS). The toe of the beach is located at 
the break in slope between the beach face and the nearshore region. It is sometimes 
evidenced by a distinct change in sediment type. See Figure 5 for definition of tenns. 
The grain size distribution of beach sand generally varies across shore and, to a 
lesser degree, alongshore as a function of the mode of deposition. The coarsest sand 
particles usually are found where the backwash meets the incoming swash in a zone of 
maximum turbulence at the base of the subaerial beach; here the sand is abmptly 
deposited creating a step or toe. Just offshore, the sand becomes finer. Another area 
of coarse particle accumulation is the benn crest, which is sometimes coincident with 
LHT, where mnup deposits all grain sizes as the swash momentarily stops before the 
backwash starts. The dune or backshore generally contains the finest particles 
because deposition here is limited by the wind's ability to entrain and move sand 
(Bascom, 1959; Stauble et al., 1993). This is typical of estuarine beaches in the 
Chesapeake Bay (Hardaway et al., 1991 ). 
The sorting of sediments can be described by the Inclusive Graphic Standard 
Deviation (Folk, 1980). The spread of the grain size distribution about the mean 
defines the concept of sorting. Well sorted sands ·will have a frequency distribution 
curve that is sharp peaked and narrow; this means only a few size classes are present 
(Friedman and Sanders, 1978). Poorly sorted sediments are represented by most size 
classes in the sample. 
Figures a and B are plots of mean grain size and sorting of the sand portion of 
the sample for 5 profiles. Several trends are obvious in Figure a. The ·wide variability 
in grain size along the beach indicate an active littoral system at Gloucester Point. 
There is no consistent trend in grain size along the beach only across each profile. 
Midbeach and toe are consistently the coarsest material along the beach while the 
offshore samples are the finest. In general, this beach follows the typical model of 
grain size along a profile line. Overall, sand size distribution is finer at the base of 
dune and backshore and in the nearshore and coarser along the beach berm (LHT), 
midbeach and toe. Profile 51 had the widest distribution of grain size which 
indicates sand is being transported through this profile. 
Figure 6B shows the sorting of each sample. In general, profile 36 is somewhat 
11 
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better sorted than profiles 43 and 4 7. These three sample profiles have a cross shore 
trend that suggests the toe is the most poorly sorted samples and the base of 
dune/backshore and nearshore samples are well sorted. Sorting across profile 51 is 
extremely variable indicating an active littoral zone. Profile 54 seems to be becoming 
more poorly sorted through time e..xcept at the toe of the beach. 
2. Shore Morphology 
The shore morphology is determined by long-term impact of the impinging 
wave climate after the waves have been altered by the nearshore bathymetry, tidal 
currents, and coastal structures. Byrne and Anderson ( 1977) found that between 
1868 and 1942 the shoreline from Sarah Creek to Wood Box Drain, the headland 
located about halfway between Sarah Creek and the Point, was eroding at an average 
of 0.9 ft)yr (0.3 m/yr). The beach along this shore, with the e..-xception of the public 
beach, is thin and narrow. The nearshore region is narrow near the point, reaching 
intermediate off Sarah Creek's entrance. 
Figure 7 shows the morphology of the shoreline from Gloucester Point to 
Sarah Creek in 1937, 1951, 1968, and 1990. The overall shape of the shoreline has 
changed little between 1937 and 1990 e..-xcept at the headland (called Wood Box 
Drain by Byrne and Anderson (1977)) which has notched back and the slight 
elongation of the sand spit at the entrance to Sarah Creek. After the construction of 
the Coleman Bridge in 1951, the point began to elongate and the shoreline got wider. 
At the Gloucester Point beach, the two piers shown in the 1951 and 1968 photos 
were destroyed and replaced by the pier shown in the 1990 photo. Most prominent 
is the addition of coastal structures along the shoreline. Many piers, groins and 
bulkheads were constructed between 1937 and I 990. In the 1990 photo, the slight 
seesaw shape of sections of shoreline indicate groins. 
Figure 8A is a summary of the shoreline change between 1937 and 1982. Also 
listed is the percent of the shoreline protected by coastal structures along the 
shoreline and which sections of shoreline which were protected in 1982. Little 
change has occurred between Sarah Creek and the headland Wood Box Drain except 
for the elongation of the spit at the entrance to Sarah Creek. A notch has been 
eroded at Wood Box Drain. Gloucester Point Beach has accreted during this time 
period indicating a net southward sediment transport. In 1960, only 20% of the 
shoreline was protected with coastal structures. By 1982, 78% had some sort of 
shoreline protection system whether it was groins to stabilize the beach or 
bulkheading and riprap to protect the property. By 1992 (Figure 8B), more than 
78% was of the shoreline was protected ·with coastal stntctures. In fact the only 
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unprotected shoreline was the public beach, the headland at Wood Box Drain, the 
spit at the entrance to Sarah Creek, and one other small piece of shoreline. 
3. Sediment Transport 
The net southward component of littoral "transport has been documented along 
the Gloucester Point shoreline. The accretion at the point demonstrates sand 
movement. A component of littoral transport also probably moves sand riverward 
and into the York River channel where it is lost to the system. 
According to Anderson et al. (I 97 6) this section of shoreline has a limited 
amount of sand naturally available to maintain its beaches. Originally, sand eroded 
from upland areas supplied downdrift beaches. Sand was transported south along the 
shoreline to the public beach and around the Point where it stacked up against the 
Coleman Bridge abutment or was lost to the York River channel. With the 
proliferation of coastal protection structures, shoreline retreat has been stopped along 
many sections. However, if the sand supply to the littoral transport system is 
eliminated, the beaches along this shoreline may disappear if they are no longer able 
to maintain themselves. This will place shore structures in jeopardy, and sand will no 
longer be supplied to the public beach. This transport system was intemtpted in 
1994 with the construction of a new public boat ramp at Gloucester Point Beach. 
Sand is stacking against the boat ramp and being transported into the York River 
channel, eliminating the sand supply to the point. 
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III. RCPW AVE 
A detailed discussion of wave processes, sediment transport, and numerical 
modeling is beyond the scope of this report; the interested reader can refer to 
Appendix II for a listing of pertinent references. In order to evaluate the wave climate 
at Gloucester Point Public Beach, RCPWA VE ~as employed. The use of RCPWA VE 
to model the hydrodynamics at Gloucester Point assumes that only the offshore 
bathymetry affects wave transformation; the application does not include the effects 
of tidal currents. A grid (Figure 9) of the study region was digitized from a 
bathymetric map. The waves impinging the shoreline were predicted by the following 
process, developed and used during a previous projects (Hardaway et al., 1991; 
Hardaway eta/., 1993; Milligan et al. , 1995): 
l. Determine effective fetch for three directions. This was accomplished 
using procedures outlined in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Shore Protection 
Manual ( 1977) for east and southeast directions from the midpoint of the riverward 
extent of the grid. 
2. Use the above data as input into SMB program which provides wave 
height, period, and length for a suite of wind speeds. In this case, vvind speeds of 11 
to 100 mph (5 to 45 tn/sec) were used at approximately 9 mph ( 4 m/sec) increments. 
Specified surges ranged from 2 to 9 feet (0.6 to 2. 7 m). The results of this step are 
used to create a data file of wind speeds with associated wave heights and periods for 
both subject directions. 
3. Wind data for 5 years, 1985-1990, along with the data file from step 2, 
are the input to the program WINDOW (Suh, 1990). WINDOW takes the data file 
from step 2 and associates the wave heights and periods vvith vvind speed and 
direction from each of the subject directions for each year to produce another data 
file of hindcast wave heights, periods and directions through a series of vector-
averaging steps. The limiting criterion is that the wind must be blovving from vvithin 
the assigned directional window for at least nine hours. In other words, winds 
recorded at the Virginia Power's Yorktown Station must blow from, for e.xample, 55° 
and 135° TN, for nine or more hours to qualify for the east directional window 
analysis. The southeasterly directional vvindow analysis included winds from 90° to 
180° TN. 
4. The result of step 3 is a file for each year giving date, hour beginning, 
wave height, wave period, local wave direction, and duration of each qualifying event. 
These data are mean weighted to provide a weighted mean for wave height, period, 
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and direction with duration as the independent variable for each year. 
5. The results of step 4 were mean-averaged for each year to produce two 
average, or modal, wave parameters for the directional window. These results were 
used as input into RCPWAVE. The modal conditions were run in RCPWAVE at 
MHW. 
6. Three known storms were identified during the extent of the wind 
analysis: 4 November 1985, 13 April 1988, and 8-9 March 1989. The wind speeds 
and directions for each storm event were pulled from the data, and the maximum 
conditions were noted. The maximum wind speed was compared manually to the 
data file created in step 2 rather than using the WINDOW program described in step 
3. The wave parameters obtained for each event were used as stonn input to 
RCPWAVE. 
7. Tide data for the same stom1 periods were obtained from the VIMS's 
archive, and the maximum height the tide reached during the stonn was used as the 
surge for RCPWAVE input. The four modal conditions and three stom1 conditions 
input into RCPWA VE are listed in Table 2. 
Table 2 Modal and stonn mput conditiOns for RCPWA VE 
Run 
Modal - East 1 
·.· 
.. ... Figure 
.. Nurriber 
lOA 
Mod~[:-- East 2 
.. ·.···.· lOB ":.:····: 
.::: 
• ··>;· .;::~•:.:;:::::::: ,•,•,• •'• •,.: · .. . 
Modal- Southeast 1 llA 
.. '·· .. ,,..:...:;:::::::::;•. . .. . ··::····: ...... _ ...... , . .-:·· .:: ·:··· · ...... ··.· 
Modiil' '~ ' Southeas( 2'. · '1 1 B 
Storm- Nov 1995 
Storm- Apr 1988 
Storm - Mar 1 989 
12A 
12B 
13A 
. 
Height 
·(m) 
0.44 
'0.43 . 
0.35 
·. 
0.36 
1.39 
1.50 
1.39 
Period 
(sees) 
2.49 
2.46 
2.22 
2.24 
4.23 
4.34 
4.23 
Direction 
(OJ'N) 
292 
268 
299 
328 
261 
244 
241 
Surge 
(m) 
0.7 
0.7 
.. :· 
· . . 
Duration 
. (hrs) 
18 
16 
0.7 16 
0~7 16 
1.9 NA 
1.9 NA 
.. :· 
1.7 NA 
RCPWA VE takes an incident wave condition at the seaward boundary of the 
grid and allows it to propagate shoreward across the nearshore bathymetry. Frictional 
dissipation due to bottom roughness is accounted for in this analysis and is relative in 
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part to the mean sand size. Waves also tend to become smaller over shallower 
bathymetry and remain larger over deeper bathymetry. In general, waves break when 
the ratio of wave height to water depth equals.0.78 (Komar, 1976). 
. -
Upon entering shallow water, waves are subject to refraction, in which the 
direction of wave travel changes with decreasing_ depth of water in such a way that 
wave crests tend to become parallel to the depth contours. Irregular bottom 
topography can cause waves to be refracted in a comple..x way and produce variations 
in the wave height and energy along the coast (Komar, 1976). 
The York River's channel comes closer to the shoreline near the point (Figure 
9). The region at the top of the grid shows a ·wide flat bottom approximately between 
7 and 10 feet (2 and 3 m). Under modal conditions at Gloucester Point beach 
(Figures 10 and 11), waves undergo very little refraction or dissipation since the 
nearshore region is deep enough so that the waves don't "feel" bottom. In general, 
the waves coming from the east (Figure lOA and lOB) impact the shoreline at an 
angle and tend to drive sediment towards the Point. However, there is a "headland" 
in the center of the grid. Just south of this headland, waves are refracted such that 
they become nearly shore nonnal. But further south, closer to the Point, the depth of 
the nearshore again results in very little wave refraction. Figures llA and II B, the 
southeast modal condition wave vector plots, indicate the same trends only the angle 
of wave approach is different. Incident wave approach is nearly shore nonnal in 
Figure llA while the waves in Figure 11 B are traveling towards the northwest. 
The larger stonn waves (Figures 12 and 13A) are more affected by the 
bathymetry. Incident waves on the southen1 portion of the beach are much more 
shore normal since the waves are large enough to "feel" the changes in depth. Shore 
normal incident waves lead to onshore/offshore transport, while waves approaching 
the shoreline north of the headland will tend to drive sediment toward the point. 
The concentration of wave energy at the headland is even more noticeable under 
storm conditions than modal. The wave trajectory plot (Figure 13B) describes the 
distribution of wave energy along a stretch of shoreline and graphically shows the 
impact of wave energy on the headland. 
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IV. BEACH CHARACTERISTICS 
A. Beach Profiles and their Variability 
There are 14 profiles along the Gloucester Point shoreline. Profiles 36, 37, 39, 
41, 43, 45 and 4 7 are on the eastern side of the_public pier. Profiles 49, 51, 53 and 
54 extend from the pier, southwest to the new boat ramp. Profiles 55B, 57 and 58 
are between the new boat ramp and the Coleman Bridge abutment (Figure 4). Profile 
55B does not correspond to any previous profile line. Profiles 57 and 58 could not be 
surveyed until September 1 996. The Gloucester Point shoreline can be broken into 
zones based on beach and nearshore morphology and processes. 
Zone A includes profiles 3 6 and 3 7 
ZoneB includes profiles 39, 41 and 43 
ZoneC includes profiles 45 and 4 7 
ZoneD includes profiles 49 and 51 
Zone E includes profiles 53 and 54 
Zone F includes profiles 57 and 58 
Figures 14, 15 and 16 are plots of a selected profile from each zone on five 
significant dates. August 1983 is prior to the VIMS Emergency Seawall Project. 
August 1984 shows changes after the project. November 1985 was after the severe 
northeaster. July 1993 was the first survey after surveying stopped in November 
1985. May 1996 is the latest survey at profiles 36 through 54. Profiles 57 and 58 
were surveyed in September 1996. Additional profile lines and survey dates are 
located in Appendix III. 
In general, Zones A-E have only one trait in common and that is that the stonn 
in November 1985 eroded sand from the upland and subaerial portions of the beach 
and deposited most of it in the nearshore and some as overwash. Zone A (Figure 
14A) has a small dune region with a wide nearshore consisting of sand flats exposed 
at low tide. The subaerial portion of the beach has eroded through time, but the 
upland and nearshore regions have accreted. This subaerial shoreline seems to have 
reached an equilibrium as little change has occurred on the beach face between July 
1993 and May 1996. 
Zone B is a transitional area. The subaerial portion of the beach is eroding 
(Figure 14B), but the dune region eroded during the 1985 northeaster has recovered 
to the approximate size it was in 1 983. The nearshore region still has sand flats 
exposed at low tide, but the width of the flats decreases southward and the water 
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becomes deeper closer to shore. Zone C includes the public pier. The pier is a 
minimal littoral barrier, but it does partially stabilize the nearshore. This zone has 
developed a wide dune since 1983 (Figure 15A). The subaerial and nearshore regions 
have experienced little change except for the stom1 profile after the 1985. northeaster. 
ZoneD is another transitional area. Profiles 49 and 51 differ in that profile 49 
has developed a wide dune area since 1983 (Appendix III). However, both profiles 
have experienced little other change in profile shape (Figure 15B) (excluding the 
storm profile). This zone is near the point and represents a change from a wide, 
shallow nearshore region to a narrower nearshore and steep drop-off to the York River 
channel which is closer to shore at this southen1 part of the beach. 
Zones E and F were affected most by the widening of the Coleman Bridge. 
The upper beach at profiles 53 and 54 was used as a holding place for constmction 
materials and equipment. Also the construction of the new boat ramp changed the 
configuration of the shoreline. Profiles 57 and 58 originally were tied to a wooden 
bulkhead which was removed during the bridge work. The new boat ramp changed 
the littoral processes of the point. Prior to its installation, sand would be transported 
southward along the public beach, around the point where it would accumulate 
against the bridge abutment or fall into the York River channel (Skrabal, 1987). The 
new boat ramp effectively stopped the transport around the point. Profiles 53 and 
54, Zone E, were eroding between 1983 to 1993 (AppendLx III and Figure 16A). 
However, after the boat ramp was constmcted, sand accumulated against it. Sand 
cannot move around the boat ramp since the end of the boat ramp bulkhead is in 
deep water near the York River channel. Profiles 57 and 58, Zone F (Figure I 6B), 
accreted between 1983 and 1993. However, between 1993 and 1996, these profiles 
have lost sand probably due to constmction and the elimination of the updrift sand 
supply. 
The overall variation in the profiles is shown in Figures I 7 and 18. These 
figures show the envelope of change from the baseline into the nearshore region 
between 1983 and 1996. Figure 17 shows a profile from Zones A-E. In Zone A, a 
considerable amount of total beach change occurred in the backshore, foreshore and 
nearshore regions. Zone B has characteristics of both Zone A and C and is labeled a 
transition zone. Zone Chad little change in the nearshore and some change in the 
upland area. The foreshore changes are mostly the result of the November 1985 
storm. Zone D had little change, and the nearshore region is getting deeper. Zone E 
has had substantial change along the profile, and the nearshore region drops off 
quickly into the York River channel. Figure 18 shows profiles 57 and 58 from Zone 
F and describes the envelope of change at the point as well as the steep drop-off in 
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the nearshore region. 
B. Variability in Shoreline Position 
The change of lateral position of MHW depicts movement of the shoreline 
over time. Figure 19 shows the changes at Gloucester Point Beach from 1983 to 
1996. The location of the new boat ramp, constructed in 1994, is depicted in this 
plot. 
Between August 1983 and July 1993, profiles 36 and 37 lost an average of 25 
ft (8 m), but between July 1993 and May 1996, the position of MHW did not 
change (Figure 19A). Profiles 39, 41 and 43, Zone B, retreated an average of 17 ft (5 
m) between August 1983 and May 1996. Profiles 45 and 47 accreted an average of 7 
ft (2 m) between August 1983 and November 1985. Since that time, they have 
eroded an average of 13ft (4 m). Profiles 49 and 51 have experienced periods of 
erosion and accretion; however, changes have been minimal. Over the 13 years of 
profile data, the distance to MHW has only varied by an average of 5 ft ( 1.5 m). 
Profiles 53 and 54 show an increase in distance to MHW between August 1983 and 
August 1984. Between November 1985 and July 1993, the MHW shoreline lost an 
average of 11 ft (3 m). From July 1993 to present, these profiles gained an average of 
r 28 ft (9 m). 
Figure 19B shows the distance to MHW of Zone F. Between August 1984 and 
November 1985, profile 57 accreted ll feet (3 m) and profile 58 accreted 8 feet (2 
m). Sand eroded from the shoreline updrift was probably eroded during the 
November 1985 northeaster, transported south and deposited on the profiles. Profile 
58 continued to accrete after November 1985, but profile 57 eroded. Between 1993 
and 1996, profile 57 lost 19 feet (6 m) and profile 58 lost ll feet (3m). This is most 
likely a combination of constmction on the Coleman Bridge as well as a reduction in 
the sand supply after the constmction of the new boat ramp. 
Gloucester Point beach is in a constant state of change as sand is transported 
alongshore towards the point. Long-tenn trends indicate erosion along most of the 
public beach over the thirteen year period. A slight embayment has been enhanced 
between profiles 36 and 4 7. Embayments can occur downdrift of a stntcture. Since 
the profiles in Zone A have changed little between 1993 and 1996, the subaerial 
portion of this zone may have reached a dynamic equilibrium. ZoneD is a region of 
active littoral transport; sand moves through the zone, but the supply is such that 
there is little change in shape. Zone E is accreting as the transport of sand is stopped 
at the new boat ramp. This has repercussions on the other side of the boat ramp in 
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Zone F where the limited sand supply has resulted in beach width reduction. 
C. Beach and Nearsh ore Volume Changes 
The amount of material either lost or gained along the shore zone can be 
measured by changes in area and converted to volumes. Subaerial beach volume 
calculations extend from the baseline to ML W whereas nearshore calculations extend 
riverward from MLW. For volume analysis, the shoreline was broken into two 
sections: the southeast facing shoreline of profiles 36-54 and the south facing section 
of beach, profiles 57 and 58, at the point. 
Skrabal ( 1987) discussed volume changes in detail for both the VIMS and 
Gloucester Point beach shorelines. In general, she found that public beach 
experienced accretion as a result of losses along the VIMS shoreline since the littoral 
transport system generally moves sand toward the south. She also detennined that 
seasonal northeasterly and easterly storms were the periods of highest gross transport 
and net losses. Conversely, the non-stom1 periods during the spring and summer 
were characterized by minimal gross transport and net losses of sediment. 
Figure 20A shows the volume change between surveys in cubic yards summed 
along the shoreline between profiles 36 and 54. Gloucester Point beach has 
experienced three major intervals of erosion and one of accretion on the subaerial 
portion of the beach. Between May and August 1983, about 500 cy (382 m3) were 
eroded from the subaerial beach and 200 ( 153 m3) from the nearshore region. 
August to September 1983 saw the installation of the Emergency Seawall Project at 
VIMS which included about 10,000 cy (7 ,600 m3) of renourishment. This accounts 
for the large amount of accretion shown in the data. Skrabal ( 1987) showed that 3 
storms occurred between the September and October 1983 surveys. About 900 cy 
(690m3) were eroded from profiles 36 through 54; however, about 150 cy (115m3) 
were deposited in the nearshore region. 
Until November 1985, the public beach experienced episodes of erosion and 
accretion. Skrabal (1987) found that between January and April 1984, about 143 cy 
(I 09 m3) eroded from VIMS's shoreline and about 214 cy ( 164 m3) accreted along 
the public beach shoreline (not at the Point). A northeaster was docurnented in 
February 19~oThe following survey period (April-May 1984), Gloucester Point 
beach lost about 238 cy ( 182 m3) which suggested that the material accreted during 
the storm was subsequently lost, presumably as longshore drift southward and cross-
shore transport into the York River channel. In November 1985, a severe northeaster 
occurred eroding the subaerial beach and depositing sand in the nearshore region. 
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The volume data between November 1985 and July 1993 are probably the 
most indicative of long-term shoreline trends. A net of just over 300 cy (230 m3 ) was 
eroded over a seven to eight year period. Very little net change occurred in the 
nearshore region between these dates. Between July 1993 and December 1995, 
volume change was variable; however, between December 1995 and May 1996, the 
subaerial beach accreted. This is due to the end of construction on the Coleman 
Bridge and stacking up of sand along profiles 53 and 54. 
Figure 20B shows the volume changes at the Point utilizing data from profiles 
57 and 58. Volumetric changes were variable between May 1983 and August 1984. 
Between August 1984 and November 1985, profiles 57 and 58 gained about 55 cy 
( 42 m3 ) on their subaerial beach 15 cy (I 1 m3 ) in the nearshore indicating transport 
to the south around the Point, especially during stonns. Between 1985 and 1993, 
these subaerial beach on these profiles accreted creating a high berm while the 
nearshore underwent very slight erosion. This is probably indicative of long-tenn 
trends along this shoreline. However, between 1993 and 1996, severe erosion along 
these profiles occurred due to bridge constmction and the construction of the new 
boat ramp which limited the sand supply to the Point. 
Figure 21 describes the total volume change between profile 36 and 54 through 
time. In general, the long-tenn trend is slight erosion along the Gloucester Point 
public beach shoreline until the last survey. The last survey shows a slight increase in 
volume. This is probably due to sand accumulating against the boat ramp; however, 
once the limit to how much material can be stored against the boat ramp is reached, 
most of the sand transported into Zone E will be transported offshore and lost to the 
system. 
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Figure 2 1. Total volume of the subaerial beach between profiles 36 and 54 over 
time. 
,..-- V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In general, Gloucester Point beach is stable with only minor long-term erosion. 
However, several things must be kept in mind. As the shoreline updrift of the public 
beach is hardened, the sand supply becomes more limited. The hardened beaches 
along the shoreline from Sarah Creek to VIMS, have eliminated the sand supply from 
upland erosion and are only naturally maintained by nearshore sources of sand. The 
intermediate width of the nearshore maintains more sand in the littoral transport 
system; the public beach has a narrow nearshore and sand is lost to the York River 
channel. As the updrift beaches disappear, sand supply to Gloucester Point will be 
reduced. However, if VIMS or other property owners updrift renourish their beaches, 
this sand probably will be transported to the public beach. 
Interruptions in the sand supply as well as constntction on the Coleman Bridge 
has caused erosion at the point. When the new boat ramp was built in 1994, the 
sand supply from the public beach around the point was eliminated and sand is now 
accumulating alongside the boat ramp. 
At the northernmost part of the public beach, an embayment has evolved 
between VIMS's revetment and the public pier. Zone A (Profiles 36 and 37) was 
eroding but has not had much change in shoreline position between 1993 and 1996. 
This may indicate that the region just downdrift of the revetment has reached a 
dynamic equilibrium. However, the rest of the shoreline in the embayment is still 
adjusting. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Presently, a bulld1ead is being constructed between the new boat ramp and the 
Coleman Bridge Abutment. This project is intended to protect the parking lot and 
the road to the boat ramp from further erosion. The public pier was destroyed and 
the new boat ramp was damaged during the passage of Hurricane Fran in September 
I 996. These facilities should be repaired as they are a hazard and will continue to 
deteriorate unless cared for. 
In order to stabilize the shore at the border between VIMS and the Gloucester 
Point beach, we recommend a low, rock spur. This would allow the entire shore 
between the VIMS revetment and the public pier to evolve into a state of dynamic 
equilibrium. With the source of sand to the public beach reduced, Gloucester County 
should consider maintaining the existing beach planfonn. A low, reef breakwater at 
the pier and a spur at the boat ramp would stabilize the beach planfonn over the 
long-term. 
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APPENDIX I 
Gloucester Point Public Beach Sediment Data 
) 
Gloucester Point Sample Analysis RSA results - Sand portion 
Date Number Locat1on %gravel %sand %Slit %clay %mud Mean Med1an I Sort1no Skewness KUrtOSIS 
(phi) (phi) (phi) 
6 Nov87 36-1 0.20 99.20 0.60 1.6727 1.6/19 0.4164 -0.0547 0.4491 
6 Nov87 36-4 0.00 99.00 1.00 1.1030 1.0630 0.5935 0.1112 0.7100 
6 Nov87 43-1 0.40 98.70 0.90 1.4384 1.4500 0.4183 -0.0775 0.4901 
6 Nov87 43-2 0.60 98.80 0.50 1.2550 1.2566 0.4578 -0.0090 0.5438 
6 Nov87 43-3 1.20 93.50 0.70 1.5035 1.6091 0.7211 -0.2243 0.5927 
6 Nov87 43-4 7.90 90.70 1.40 0.8960 0.8396 0.6335 0.1636 1.1220 
6 Nov87 47-1 0.50 98.80 0.70 1.2812 1.3208 0.4947 -0.1559 0.5987 
6 Nov87 47-2 0.90 99.40 0.50 1.2264 1.2591 0.4868 -0.0907 0.5458 
- --· ----- ---·-- ----- - - ---
----
6 No~{JE __ 47-3 0.80 98.50 0.60 1.4397 1.3909 0.5269 0.0944 0.6033 
- --- -- ------ --- -6 Nov87 __ 47-4 ~- - 10.20 88.70 1.10 0.5621 0.6327 0.8434 -0.0400 0.9992 
6 Nov87 51-1 0.00 99.20 0.80 1.4264 1.3705 0.6271 0.1572 0.7808 
6 Nov87 __ 51-2 0.70 98.70 0.60 0.8779 0.8783 0.6733 0.0270 0.9537 
6 Nov87 51-3 0.30 98.90 0.80 1.2906 1.2609 0.5634 0.1204 0.6469 
6 Nov87 51-4 1.10 97.80 1.00 0.6152 0.6554 0.5322 0.0122 1.1468 
6 Nov87 56-1 0.60 98.80 0.70 1.1395 1.1663 0.6193 -0.0516 0.6876 
6 Nov87 56-2 1.40 98.00 0.60 0.9848 1.0534 0.6628 -0.1695 0.7547 
6 Nov87 56-3 0.00 99.00 1.00 1.3186 1.3862 0.5377 -0.1831 0.5554 
6 Nov87 56-4 5.30 93.70 1.00 
6 Nov87 60-1 0.00 99.10 0.90 1.1793 1.1980 0.3542 -0.1032 0.4970 
6 Nov87 60-2 0.00 99.10 0.90 1.3239 1.3309 0.4847 -0.0458 0.6169 
6 Nov87 60-3 0.20 99.20 0.60 1.4940 1.4941 0.3962 0.0426 0.5131 
6 Nov87 60-4 5.00 94.30 0.70 0.5526 0.5122 0.6376 0.1079 0.8461 
Gloucester Point Sample Analysis RSA results- Sand portion 
Date I Number Location %gravel %sand %silt %clay %mud Mean Median SOrting Skewness KurtOSIS 
(phi} {phO (phi} 
20 Apr94 36-1 BOD 0.00 99.90 0.10 0.00 0.10 1.7213 1.7410 0.4132 -0.2486 0.5096 
20 Apr94 36-2 LHT 0.00 99.94 0.06 0.00 0.06 1.5354 1.5384 0.5611 0.1924 0.8139 
20 Apr94 36-3 MB 4.17 95.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1995 0.2065 0.3428 -0.1209 1.0142 
20 Apr94 36-4 TOE 48.74 51 .26 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.1665 0.7331 1.2981 0.4078 0.6330 
20 Apr94 36-5 OS 0.00 98.96 1.04 0.00 1.04 2.5035 2.5374 0.4776 -0.1121 0.3394 
20 Apr94 36-6 BAR 0.00 99.64 0.36 0.00 0.36 2.2684 2.2807 0.3529 -0.0762 0.3185 
20 Apr94 43-1 EOV 0.00 99.98 0.02 0.00 0.02 1.7166 1.7687 0.5114 -0.1367 0.5639 
~Q.AP.r 94 43-2 LHT 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.5322 1.5735 0.6579 -0.0902 0.5885 
--- ---
- -~- .... ·---- ... ---·--
_.,. _____ 
- --- ··- --·---gQ.AP.f~4 43-3 MB 7.95 91.94 0.11 0.00 0.11 1.2069 1.1071 0.8320 0.1685 0.7638 .... ___ 
--·---- --- - --···- --· - - - --- · ·- --- --· go Apr 94_ 43-4 TOE 21 .01 78.84 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.9986 0.9022 0.9218 0.2113 0.7260 
- --- -------- ----20~~ 43-5 OS 0.00 96.60 1.46 1.94 3.40 2.0377 2.0457 0.5051 -0.1425 0.4330 
----
----- - - --- · -
20 Apr94 43-6 OS 0.00 99.89 0.11 0.00 0.11 2.4240 2.3939 0.4396 0.1353 0.3304 
20 Apr94 47-1 BS 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.8030 1.8087 0.3789 -0.0357 0.3997 
go Apr94 47-2 LHT 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.8745 1.9164 0.4349 -0.1967 0.4400 
20 Apr94 47-3 MD 9.61 89.26 1.13 0.00 1.13 1.3463 1.3994 0.9434 0.0589 0.8599 
20 Apr94 47-4 TOE 47.02 52.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.3975 1.6728 1.2895 -0.2310 0.6544' 
20 Apr94 47-5 OS 2.93 96.31 0.28 0.47 0.76 1.7162 1.7688 0.3062 -0.3384 0.3330 
20 Apr 94 51 -1 BS 5.25 94.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0029 1.3015 0.7930 -0.3953 0.7129 
20 Apr94 51-2 LHT 0.00 99.76 0.24 0.00 0.24 1.1142 1.0876 0.7122 0.1357 0.8959 
20 Apr94 51-3 MB 6.85 93.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.9767 0.9493 0.8669 0.1061 0.8355 
20 Apr94 51-4 TOE 14.28 83.63 2.09 0.00 2.09 0.6841 0.6761 0.4149 0.0305 0.9318 
20 Apr94 51-5 OS 0.00 98.86 0.72 0.42 1.14 2.2294 2.2140 0.3617 0.1033 0.3310 
20 Apr94 54-1 LHT 0.00 99.73 0.27 0.00 0.27 1.8945 1.9137 0.3524 -0.0996 0.3775 
20 Apr94 54-2 MB 0.00 99.62 0.38 0.00 0.38 1.6375 1.6391 0.4388 -0.0394 0.4951 
20 Apr94 54-3 TOE 4.23 95.05 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.9493 0.9780 0.7088 -0.0259 0.6935 
20 Apr94 54-4 OS 0.00 98.48 0.85 0.66 1.52 2.2226 2.2176 0.4305 -0.0023 0.4069 
20 Apr94 60-1 BS 0.00 99.44 0.37 0.19 0.56 1.3669 1.3850 0.5624 0.0749 0.7758 
20 Apr94 60-2 LHT 0.00 99.81' 0.19 0.00 0.19 1.9524 1.9568 "().2679 -0.0496 0.2991 
20 Apr94 60-4 TOE 3.47 96.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.3364 1.2948 0.5975 0.1205 0.6394 
20 Apr94 60-5 OS 0.00 99.50 0.50 0.00 0.50 1.0515 0.9848 0.7327 0.3251 1.1093 
Gloucester Point Sample Analysis RSA results - Sand portion 
Date Number Locat1on %gravel %sand Yo slit I%Ciay %mud Mean 1 Med1an Sortmg §l<ewness 1 KurtOSIS 
(phij (phi) (phi) 
13 Apr 95 36-1 BOD 0.00 99.98 0.00 0.02 0.02 2.0040 2.0073 0.2802 -0.0608 0.2829 
13 Apr 95 36-2 LHT 0.00 99.33 0.67 0.00 0.67 1.7829 1.7929 0.5389 -0.2097 0.6748 
13 Apr 95 36-3 MB 7.22 92.71 0.07 0.00 0.07 1.2999 1.4877 0.7122 -0.3616 0.6270 
13 Apr 95 36-4 TOE 7.63 92.12 0.25 0.00 0.25 1.5688 1.3413 0.8016 0.3371 0.5541 
13 Apr 95 36-5 OS 0.00 99.50 0.50 0.00 o:5o 2.3799 2.3805 0.4310 -0.0124 0.3247 
13 Apr 95 36-6 BAR 0.00 98.53 0.84 0.63 1.47 2.5225 2.5225 0.3919 -0.0059 0.2988 
13 Apr 95 43-1 EOV 0.00 99.79 0.21 0.00 0.21 1.8227 1.8556 0.4400 -0.0939 0.4514 
13 Apr9~. 43-2 LHT 0.00 97.31 2.69 0.00 2.69 1.7803 1.9388 0.6611 -0.3455 0.6016 
-----
13 Apr 95 43-3 MB 15.18 84.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.3908 1.5278 1.0612 -0.1493 0.6342 
· - ·- - - --
·---13 AQr 95 43-4 -~·- 34.99 ~;O_L 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0525 0.9095 1.0571 0.2274 0.7533 --13 Apr 95 43-5 OS 7.70 92.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.0326 1.9586 0.7879 0.1169 0.6279 
13 Apr95 43-6 BAR 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.2048 2.1857 0.4461 0.0660 0.3418 
13 Apr 95 47-1 BS 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.7788 1.8521 0.5440 -0.1920 0.5083 
13 Apr 95 47-2 LHT 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.7396 1.9657 0.6713 -0.4354 0.4793 
13A~5 47-3 MB 11.56 88.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.7013 1.9231 0.8403 -0.3579 0.5615 
13 Apr 95 47-4 TOE 44.58 55.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.4316 1.3270 1.1518 0.1166 0.6010 
13 Apr 95 47-5 OS 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.4862 2.4727 0.3766 0.1559 0.3292 
13 Apr 95 51-1 BS 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.6723 1.6998 0.4278 -0.0858 0.4456 
13 Apr 95 51-2 LHT 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.7936 1.9234 0.5430 -0.3549 0.4927 
13Apr95 51-3 MB 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.5829 1.8089 0.8775 -0.3186 0.6007 
13 Apr 95 51-4 TOE 65.48 34.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.6679 1.9793 1.4225 -0.1858 0.6883 
13 Apr 95 51-5 OS 0.00 98.73 0.00 1.27 1.27 2.1896 2.1439 0.5808 0.1391 0.4293 
13 Apr 95 54-1 BS 0.00 107.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.4208 1.5246 0.6569 -0.2813 0.6888 
13 Apr 95 54-2 LHT 0.00 106.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.8519 1.8845 0.4678 -0.1633 0.5026 
13 Apr 95 54-3 MB 7.49 98.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.7433 1.7954 0.4961 -0.1591 0.5174 
13 Apr 95 54-4 TOE 0.00 106.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.2920 1.3531 0.6753 -0.2219 0.7196 . 
\ ) 
Gloucester Point Sample Analysis RSA results - Sand portion 
Date Number Location %gravel %sand %silt lo/oCiay %mud Mean Med1an SOrting ;§Kewness I KUrtOSIS 
(phij (phij (phi) 
14 Dec 95 36-1 BS 0.00 97.88 2.12 0.00 2.12 1.7173 1.6753 0.4127 0.1433 0.4351 
14 Dec 95 36-2 LHT 0.00 98.36 1.64 0.00 1.64 
14 Dec 95 36-3 MB 1.82 96.78 1.40 0.00 1.40 1.3878 1.4102 0.6600 -0.0538 0.8058 
14 Dec 95 36-4 TOE 27.28 70.85 1.87 0.00 1.87 0.8078 0.7641 0.8401 0.1458 0.7967 
14 Dec 95 36-5 OS 0.00 99.56 0.44 0.00 0.44 2.4698 2.4554 0.5354 -0.0127 0.3619 
14 Dec 95 43-1 BS 2.98 95.98 1.04 0.00 1.04 1.3814 1.5992 0.7907 -0.3502 0.6564 
14 Dec 95 43-2 LHT 0.00 99.04 0.96 0.00 0.96 1.4090 1.3608 0.5465 0.1432 0.7557 
14 Dec 95 43-3 MB 0.00 99.26 0.74 0.00 0.74 0.8932 0.8741 0.6022 0.2110 1.1024 _____ ., 
·-- ---- - - ·-- - - ------
. ---- -- - --- - - ---·-- - -
14 Dec 95 43-4 TOE 53.89 45.11 1.00 f--0.00 1.00 0.5080 0.4669 0.6204 0.2443 1.2758 
--------- ---- ---- - -- -----
14 Dec 95 43-5 OS 0.00 97.86 2.14 0.00 2.14 1.7073 1.3367 1.6524 0.5878 0.4737 
14 Dec 95 47-1 BS 2.19 97.48 0.16 0.18 0.33 1.8640 1.8964 0.4835 -0.1317 0.4993 
14 Dec 95 47-2 LHT 0.00 99.87 0.13 0.00 0.13 1.6663 1.6557 0.5716 -0.0435 0.6098 
------------- ---- ------·------!_iD~c 95 47-3 MB 15.24 84.57 , _ _QJj_ 0.09 0.19 0.9823 0.8095 0.7786 0.3445 0.8994 
--------- ---- --14 Dec 95 47-4 TOE 46.08 53.19 0.72 0.00 0.72 2.0679 2.0644 0.7517 -0.0672 0.5405 
14 Dec 95 51-1 BS 5.41 94.57 0.02 0.00 0.02 1.8344 1.8537 0.4989 -0.0655 0.4681 
14 Dec 95 51-2 LHT 17.02 82.68 0.30 0.00 0.30 1.7547 1.7435 0.5985 -0.1176 0.6434 
14 Dec 95 51-3 MB 12.90 86.67 0.04 0.39 0.43 0.5436 0.5534 0.5363 0.1092 1.1237 
14 Dec 95 51-4 TOE 26.05 73.35 0.1 0 0.49 0.59 0.8744 0.5787 0.9779 0.5409 1.2963 
14 Dec 95 51 -5 OS 0.00 97.35 1.21 1.44 2.65 1.5580 1.6004 0.6701 -0.1602 0.6544 
14 Dec 95 54-1 BS 1.62 97.31 1.07 0.00 1.07 1.8955 1.8999 0.9931 0.0820 0.9395 
14 Dec 95 54-2 LHT 1.01 98.88 0.11 0.00 0.11 1.6912 1.6859 0.5449 0.0630 0.5716 
14 Dec 95 54-3 MB 6.57 93.34 0.09 0.00 0.09 1.3527 1.3659 0.9252 0.2000 0.9479 
14 Dec 95 54-4 TOE 14.71 85.27 0.02 0.00 0.02 1.7680 1.7274 0.6356 0.0768 0.5450 
) 
Gloucester Point Sample Analysis RSA results - Sand portion 
!Date I Number Locat1on [%gravel Yo sand %slit l%ctay o/omuct Mean IMedJan I SOrting I Skewness KurtosiS 
(phO (phO (PhO 
31 May96 36-1 EOV 0.00 1.86 98.11 0.01 98.12 2.1693 2.1652 0.3116 0.0386 0.2827 
31 May96 36-2 LHT 0.00 90.19 19.09 0.00 19.09 
31 May96 36-3 MB 0.00 100.34 0.00 0.30 0.30 1.7122 1.7260 0.5157 -0.1026 0.5587 
31 May 96 36-4 TOE 4.13 94.76 0.41 0.34 0.76 1.6779 1.7206 0.6558 -0.0892 0.5269 
31 May96 36-5 OS 0.00 93.29 1.48 2.61 4.10 
31 May96 43-1 EOV 0.00 98.21 0.66 0.56 1.22 
31 May96 43-2 LHT 1.21 96.21 0.89 0.84 1.74 
31 May96 43-3 MB 3.43 94.43 0.85 0.64 1.49 
31 May96 43-4 TOE 7.30 95.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
31 May96 43-5 OS 0.00 99.09 0.00 0.56 0.56 
31 Ma~~ 47-1 EOV 0.00 98.35 0.80 0.42 1.23 
- ------ --~ ·--
~1May96 47-2 LHT 0.00 101.21 0.63 0.00 0.63 
·---·- ----
---·----· 
31 May 96 47-3 MB 0.00 99.61 0.00 0.71 0.71 
31 May 96 47-4 TOE 0.00 99.95 0.00 0.03 0.03 
31 May96 47-5 OS 0.00 99.69 0.00 0.55 0.55 
31 May96 51-1 EOV 1.54 93.19 0.00 5.27 5.27 
31 May 96 51-2 LHT 0.00 99.98 0.22 0.00 0.22 
31 May96 51-3 MB 3.19 96.67 0.00 0.49 0.49 
31 May 96 51-4 TOE 6.88 92.86 0.00 0.45 0.45 
31 May96 51-5 OS 0.00 68.76 31.61 0.00 31.61 
31 May96 54-1 BS 
31 May96 54-2 LHT 
31 May96 54-3 MB 
31 May96 54-4 TOE 
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